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Race 3
GLOBEFORM RATINGS
SAN ANTONIO STAKES STAKES (G2) 
8.5 furlongs dirt / Santa Anita  /  26 Dec 2017

Top ranked horse based on GF ratings / 
weights on 100, with others ranked down
in pounds.1 length = 2lbs over this distance
Horses presented with best Globeform and rider.

100   -   COLLECTED  /  GF 122  /  Mike Smith
..99   -   TOP OF THE GAME  /  GF 117p  /  Kent Desormeaux
..99   -   HOPPERTUNITY  /  GF 119  /  Flavian Prat
..97   -   GIANT EXPECTATIONS  /  GF 115  /  Gary Stevens
..94   -   ACCELERATE  /  GF 116  /  Javier Castellano
..93   -   PRIME ATTRACTION  /  GF 115  /  Victor Espinoza

GLOBEFORM ANALYSIS

COLLECTED – who is being prepared for a crack at the Pegasus World Cup at Gulfstream Park next month
– is the best horse here, but he could be a vulnerable favorite. Odds-on makes no sense at all. Baffert is
unlikely to have him at a peak for this race, it's just a starting point to a new season, and it's also worth noting
that 1 1/16 miles could be a bit short for this son of City Zip. That may sound strange, given that he romped
by 14 lengths when tacking this distance in the Precisionist last summer – but that really was a freakish race,
where all but one horse failed to show up. Collected's best races to date (also his two most recent) are the
Pacific Classic and the Breeders' Cup Classic – both over 10 furlongs at Del Mar. He went straight to the
lead and made every post a winning one as he upset a well below form Arrogate for a game half-length win
in the Pacific Classic back in August. Collected's win was not an absolute shocker. Last year's Lexington
Stakes winner had notched up three wins in as many starts in 2017 already and he went off at 3-1 for the
Pacific Classic. The Breeders' Cup Classic was to be an even stiffer test but Collected was popular again,
going off at just under 6-1 as he clashed with Arrogate once more, and also with Gun Runner – who won  the
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race by 2 ½ lengths from Baffert's best runner on the day, namely Collected. Producing yet another game
performance, Collected was in second all the way around, chasing Gun Runner, and he kept on well to beat
barnmate West Coast by 1 ¼ for the runner-up spot. 

A thoroughly tough and genuine runner, with 8 wins from 12 starts, Collected could well be a horse capable
of improving again in 2018, when he will be five years old. It will be interesting to see how he performs here,
as his connections have their eyes on a rematch with Gun Runner in Florida on January 27. 

TOP OF THE GAME is the one to back – and he looks the best bet of the day. Forgot his run in the Native
Diver last time out, when he came home in fourth, almost seven lengths behind PRIME ATTRACTION. Top
of the Game had a terrible run that day, or perhaps we should say 'no run at all'.  He was cruising, hard held,
just behind the leaders as they came out  of  the turn but his inside route proved disastrous.  There was
nowhere to go. Blocked and checked, Top of the Game's chances went out of the window. You do not want
an incident like that coming into the lane at Del Mar, where the finish is short. Top of the Game probably
would have won the race with a clear run. He was most impressive on his previous start, when outclassing
HOPPERTUNITY to win the Comma to the Top Stakes by 4 ¼ lengths. Malibu contender Irish Freedom, who
was 5 ¾ lengths in front of Top of the Game in the Native Diver, finished third.  Top of the Game, who was
coming back from an eight-month break, ran to GF 117p in the Comma to the Top, looking very much like a
potential 120-performer. Likely to be very sharp, fit and ready, he is the one who can upset the favorite.
Having won all his four races at Santa Anita, he is racing over a distance that suits him well, and morning line
6-1 looks too big for Vladimir Cerin's contender. He is even bigger with bookmakers in Europe. 

HOPPERTUNITY won the last edition of this race (run in early February) and he is in with a chance again.
Having been on the shelf since March, he took a nice step forward from the Comma to the Clark Handicap at
Churchill Downs, where he was hampered late and ran a fine race to finish third behind Seeking the Soul
and Good Samaritan (giving weight to both rivals). Hoppertunity came from off the pace in the Clark, as he
did also when beating subsequent Met Mile winner Mor Spirit  in the San Antonio, when  ACCELERATE
finished third. The latter came out best when Arrogate flopped so badly in the San Diego at Del Mar in the
summer, only to disappoint in the Breeders' Cup Dirt Mile (reportedly came out of the race with a quarter
crack). 

GIANT EXPECTATIONS (winner  of  the  7-furlong  Pat  O'Brien  at  Del  Mar  in  August)  and  PRIME
ATTRACTION (game winner of the Native Diver last time out) could both manage to hit the board, though it's
hard to see them troubling the principals. 

GLOBEFORM SELECTIONS

A:  2 TOP OF THE GAME
B:  6 COLLECTED
C:  1 HOPPERTUNITY

LAST SEASON: HOPPERTUNITY   /   Globeform 118

The San Antonio Stakes was run on Feb 4 last season
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Race 6
GLOBEFORM RATINGS
MATHIS BROTHERS MILE (G2) 
8 furlongs turf / Santa Anita  /  26 Dec 2017

Top ranked horse based on GF ratings / 
weights on 100, with others ranked down
in pounds.1 length = 2lbs over this distance
Horses presented with best Globeform and rider.

100   -   BIG SCORE  /  GF 111  /  F Prat
..99   -   BOWIES HERO  /  GF 110  /  K Desormeaux
..99   -   COLONIST  /  GF 108  /  C Nakatani
..95   -   B SQUARED  /  GF 106  /  M Gutierrez
..94   -   HOLIDAY STONE  /  GF 103  /  R Bejarano
..91   -   HARBOUR MASTER  /  GF 100  /  V Espinonza
…?   -   KROY  /  GF ?  /  J Castellano
..88   -   HOOTIE  /  GF 97  /  D Van Dyke

GLOBEFORM ANALYSIS

Quite an open edition of this turf contest, with three names standing out by a couple of lengths based on
career best ratings. The winner should come from the trio of Big Score, Bowies Hero and Colonist – but
picking one from these top ranked runners is not easy.

BIG SCORE is coming off a career best effort, when beaten just a length in third behind Mo Town in the
Hollywood Derby at Del Mar last month. That was over 9 furlongs, however, and cutting back to a mile may
not be absolutely ideal for the son of Mr. Big.  He was below form when tackling this distance in the Penn
Mile back in June, and he has otherwise been running over further. Big Score is very consistent, having a 3-
4-2 record from 11 starts. Nine times in the top three tells the story. This colt is as genuine as they come. He
ran to GF 109p to win the Transylvania over 8.5 furlongs at Keeneland (seasonal bow) and produced GF 110
both in the American Turf over the same distance at Churchill Downs (third to Arklow) and the 9-furlong Del
Mar Derby – close second to Sharp Samurai, who beat him more easily as they filled the exacta again in the
Twilight Derby at Santa Anita in October. 

BOWIES HERO finished third, behind Sharp Samurai and Big Score in the Del Mar Derby and Twilight
Derby, before running fifth, 2 ½ lengths behind Mo Town in the Hollywood Derby – where Big Score (third)
beat him for a third time on the trot. Bowies Hero could be more at home on a mile though, and it's not an
absolute given that Big Score will get the better of him again in the Mathis Brothers. Bowies Hero, also game
and consistent, ran his best race to date when winning the Oceanside over a mile at Del Mar in July – a race
he won coming from off the pace, beating Pioneer Lad by 1 ½ lengths while conceding six pounds. 

COLONIST could be the value bet. Coming off a break since September 3, when he was fourth behind
Sharp Samurai, BIG SCORE and BOWIES HERO in the Del Mar Derby, this son of Pioneerof the Nile looks
open to improvement. He has never been better than in the Del Mar Mile, where he was at the back early,
then sat in a stalking position through the second half of the 9-furlong contest. This was only his second start

>>> 
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>>> on turf. His previous best (GF 102) was his fourth place finish behind top class 3yo West Coast in the
Los Alamitos Derby back in July. Today's race could be lacking in early pace (longshot Kroy is the lone
speed, and drawn on the inside), something that might complicate matters. Colonist is perhaps the one of the
top three best equipped to deal with such a scenario. He showed decent early speed when racing in the first
two to break his maiden over a mile on the main track here in April. Beaten ¾ of a length by Big Score, and a
neck by Bowies Hero, at Del Mar, Colonist is two pounds better off at the weights this time.

GLOBEFORM SELECTIONS

A:  3 COLONIST
B:  5 BOWIES HERO, 8 BIG SCORE

WINNER 2016: CONQUEST ENFORCER   /   Globeform 111
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Race 7
GLOBEFORM RATINGS
THE LA BREA STAKES (G1) 
7 furlongs dirt / Santa Anita  /  26 Dec 2017

Top ranked horse based on GF ratings / 
weights on 100, with others ranked down
in pounds.1 length = 2,5lbs over this distance
Horses presented with best Globeform and rider.

100   -   UNIQUE BELLA  /  GF 123p
..99   -   PARADISE WOODS  /  GF 122p
..88   -   MOPOTISM  /  GF 109  /  M Gutierrez
..87   -   PRINCESS KAREN  /  GF 108  /  
..85   -   MISS SUNSET  /  GF 109  /  J Leparoux
..83    -   MARLEY'S FREEDOM  /  GF 104p  /  J Castellano
..82   -   FAYPIEN  /  GF 105  /  D Van Dyke
…?   -   JUST A LITTLE HOPE  /  GF ?  /  G Stevens

GLOBEFORM ANALYSIS

This looks a two-horse race on paper. If Unique Bella and Paradise Woods both show up, well, then the
others will be fighting for third place at best. Both these fillies would be a strong selection if going against the
boys in the Malibu and it should be a real treat to see them clashing here. It's just a shame that these end of
seasong championship  races  are  not  run  at  level  weights.  Paradise Wood,  having gained a  G1 in  the
Zenyatta, has to spot her main rival two pounds – something that could tilt the balance in Unique Bella's
favor. 

UNIQUE BELLA  was a clear number one in the 3yo fillies'  division early in the year,  when she ran to
Globeform 123p here at Santa Anita – capturing the Santa Ynez Stakes over 7 furlongs in January and the
Las Virgenes Stakes over a mile in February. The Santa Ynez was only her third start and very, very few
horses run to 120 or better at such an early stage of their career. Unique Bella, who broke her maiden by
over ten lengths on her second outing as a juvenile (at Del Mar), won the Santa Ynez by 7 ½ lengths from
stable companion It Tiz Well, who has been very successful since. Unique Bella was even more dominant in
the Las Virgenes, defeating  MOPOTISM incredibly easily by 8 ¾ lengths (last year's BC Juvenile Fillies
winner Champagne Room third). The gray daughter of Tapit went off as the 1-10 favorite that day and she
was hammered down to the same price when stepping up to 8.5 furlongs in the Santa Ysabel in March. 

It resulted in another solid win of course, this time 2 ¼ lengths in front of Abel Tasman, who was making her
seasonal bow. A rematch in the Kentucky Oaks was expected but Unique Bella was held up by injury and
had to bypass the classic at Churchill  Downs, which was won by Abel Tasman. Jerry Hollendorfer gave
Unique Bella plenty of time before running her again. She came back on October 8, winning the L.A. Woman
Stakes over 7 furlongs at Santa Anita with ease. Once again the long odds-on favorite, she outclassed
PRINCESS KAREN to win geared down by 3 ½ lengths. Unique Bella needed only GF 113+ to win that
contest, but it was enough to make her a hot favorite for the Breeders' Cup Filly & Mare Sprint at Del Mar in
November, when she was far to aggressively ridden and faded in the straight to finish a well beaten seventh
to Bar of Gold (two places behind Princess Karen). It was a run to forget, too bad to be true, and not one of
Mike Smith's finest moments in 2017, when he was so good on so many other occasions. A return to top
form would give Unique Bella an excellent chance in the La Brea, though she has to contend with Paradise
Woods, another speedy lady with a similar running style.     >>>
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PARADISE WOODS is  coming off  a  third  behind  Forever  Unbridled  and Abel  Tasman in  the 9-furlong
Breeders' Cup Distaff, where lack of stamina found her out. She had produced a remarkable performance
winning the Santa Anita Oaks over 9 furlongs back in April but she got loose on the lead that day and further
than a mile really is stretching it for this daughter of Union Rags. On what was only her third start (following a
second and a first in maiden sprints), she powered right to the front and was soon well clear of her rivals.
The Richard Mandella trainee could be called the winner well before turning into the home straight. She kept
on strongly, giving her six rivals no chance. The winning margin was 11 ¾ lengths, subsequent Kentucky
Oaks / Acorn / CCA Oaks winner Abel Tasman was runner-up, 2 ¼ lengths in front of It Tiz Well, who beat
Abel Tasman to win the Cotillion at Parx in September.

Paradise Woods ran to Globeform 122p in the Santa Anita Oaks. As she had things very much her own way,
it may be wise to call this a provisional rating but at the same time; let's not knock this big win. After all, the
clock told us it was a solid run – and how badly could those behind her have run? After this, Paradise Woods
was the obvious favorite for the Kentucky Oaks, but a combination of a sloppy track and a crazy speed duel
got the better of her at Churchill Downs. She faded badly in the straight, eventually beating just three home.
Abel Tasman came from off the pace to win, beating Daddys Lil Darling by a length. A break, and a trip to the
farm, followed for Paradise Woods. She came back to the races on August 27, when going off at 1-3 for the
Torrey Pines over a mile at Del Mar. Clearly in need of the run, she tired in the home straight and finished
sixth of  seven runners behind Zapperkat.  It  did not  look an ideal prep for the Zenyatta at  the time but
Paradise Woods came on a lot for the outing, that's for sure. A month later she led from gate to wire and
toyed with three rivals in the 8.5-furlong Zenyatta, beating Faithfully by 5 ¼ lengths and recording GF 120+ in
the process. It set her up for the BC Distaff, where she ran well to take third. 

Cutting right back in distance to the 7-furlong, the La Brea should suit Paradise Woods. Speed will be a big
factor as she meets Unique Bella but stamina will come into this battle  too, and perhaps Paradise Woods
has a bit more to offer in that department. 

MARLEY'S FREEDOM, is a longshot stepping up in class, but don't overlook this runner. She is coming off
an easy and seems to be on the upgrade. She could be just as strong a contender for third spot as any of the
others. Marley's Freedom ran on strongly to win an allowance race over 6.5 furlongs at Del Mar by  4 ½
lengths last month and moving up to seven should be no problem to this daughter on Blame. Her runner-up,
Wonderful Lie, was coming off  a solid claiming win over the downhill  turf course (beating Red Livy, who
franked the form winning next time out). Marley's Freedom earned a provisional GF 104p for her latest win,
which was also her third start for the Hess barn. Recent form counts for a lot in this game and it was nice to
see how well she finished her race off under a hand ride – suggesting there is more to come from scopey
filly. So let's take a shot on her hitting the board. 

MISS SUNSET (won the Raven Run over 7 fur at Keeneland last out), MOPOTISM (5th in the B Cup Distaff)
and PRINCESS KAREN (5th in the B Cup Filly & Mare Sprint / 7 fur) are closely matched on ratings. Princess
Karen – who was second to Unique Bella two starts back – makes most appeal. 

GLOBEFORM SELECTIONS

A:   7 PARADISE WOODS
B:   3 UNIQUE BELLA
C:   2 MARLEY'S FREEDOM, 8 PRINCESS KAREN

WINNER 2016: CONSTELLATION   /   Globeform 114
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Race 8
GLOBEFORM RATINGS
THE MALIBU STAKES (G1) 
7 furlongs dirt / Santa Anita  /  26 Dec 2017

Top ranked horse based on GF ratings / 
weights on 100, with others ranked down
in pounds.1 length = 2,5lbs over this distance
Horses presented with best Globeform and rider.

100   -   PAVEL  /  GF 116p  /  M Gutierrez
..94   -   C Z ROCKET  /  GF 108p  /  J Lezcano
..94   -   IRISH FREEDOM  /  GF 108p  /  M Smith
..92   -   DABSTER  /  GF 106p  /  F Prat
..91   -   CITY OF LIGHT  /  GF 105p  /  D Van Dyke
..90   -   FAVORABLE OUTCOME  /  GF 106p
..91   -   EDWARDS GOING LEFT  /  GF 104  /  T Baze
….?   -   THE STREET FIGHTER  /  GF ?  /  E Maldonado
….?   -   HEARTWOOD  /  GF ?  /  H L Rosario Jr

GLOBEFORM ANALYSIS

This is a somewhat sub-standard edition of the Malibu, an event won by top class sprinter Mind Your Biscuits
twelve months ago, when Sharp Azteca ran second, with the Bob Baffert pair Ten Blessings and Mor Spirit
rounding out the Superfecta. Still, the 2017 Malibu is interesting enough, and should be a good betting race. 

Pavel winning at Parx.    Photo: Bill Denver

PAVEL, a son of Creative Cause trained by Doug O'Neill, takes the best form to the table. A late developing
sort, he made his name known in the second half of the season, when he went straight from an easy debut
win over 6.5 furlongs at Santa Anita to finishing fourth of five in the Jim Dandy Stakes over 9 furlongs at
Saratoga in July. It was a big step up, for one with so little experience, but – although beaten 5 ½ lengths
behind upset winner Good Samaritan – Pavel did shape quite well at the Spa. A five-week break followed,
before he was shipped to Parx and a crack at the 8.5-furlong Smarty Jones Stakes in early September. Pavel
faced five rivals, a solid rather than brilliant bunch, and he outclassed them to win the race with easy,
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cruising home by 6 lengths from Talk Logistics, with West Virginia Derby winner Colonelsdarktemper another
length further adrift in third place.  Another month into the fall, and Pavel was stepped back up in class again,
and this time also asked to race against older horses. He was part of a seven-runner field for the Jockey
Club Gold Cup over 10 furlongs at Belmont Park. Lack of stamina was the main reason he lost that day, but
he ran a thoroughly game race to take third, beaten a length and three parts of a length behind Diversify and
Keen Ice. Good Samaritan, who he could not match strides with in the Jim Dandy, was now 5 ¾ lengths
behind him in fourth place. 

The Breeders'  Cup beckoned – and why not?  It  did,  however,  come as a  bit  of  a  surprise  to  see  his
connections enter Pavel for the BC Classic, and not the BC Mile, where he would have been more at home.
Finishing tenth, 34 lengths behind Gun Runner, wasn't much to write home about. The good thing about this
outing was that Pavel didn't have a hard race. He was a beaten horse after three quarters of a mile and
tenderly handled in the home straight. 

Back down in trip, back against his age group, and back at Santa Anita, Pavel sets the standard in this
Malibu and must have a good chance.  He made virtually all on his debut, when he won by 4 ½ lengths in a
decent time (though against ordinary horses) and he has some stamina. A mile is probably his optimum trip. 

C Z ROCKET is 3-for-3 in his light career and looks an obvious threat. An $800,000 son of City Zip, he is
coming off a solid allowance win over a mile at Churchill Downs last month, when he overcame some trouble
in running to win readily by 2 lengths from J Boys Echo (winner of the Gotham Stakes early in the season),
while Rocking the Boat was a close third. C Z Rocket had previously won a 6.5-furlong maiden at Saratoga
(from Tommy T, who has won since) and a 7-furlong allowance heat at Keeneland (by 2 ½ lengths from the
useful performer Lenstar). Al Stall's contender may be best suited by a mile (he could even stretch further)
but he has progressed really well through his three career starts and probably has a winning chance here.
The wide post is unlikely to bother his connections, but the fact that there is just one proper speed runner in
the field (City of Light) probably is. 

IRISH FREEDOM is in the same boat – he will also want a strong early pace, as 7 furlongs is probably on
the short side for Baffert's second runner. Mike Smith rides but that may not mean much, as Prat rode
Dabster at Del Mar and fits that horse well. Irish Freedom tackled 8.5 furlongs when winning an allowance
race by over five lengths at Del Mar three starts back (GF 108p),  ran over a mile when third to Top of The
Game (San Antonio contender toda) in the Comma to the Top, and stepped up to 9 furlongs in the Native
Diver, where he finished second to another San Antonio runner, Prime Attraction. He was ridden from just off
the pace in all these races and dropping down to the Malibu trip looks a bit of an experiment. 

DABSTER seems the most interesting of Baffert's two contenders. He is a well bred, attractive colt, open to
plenty of improvement, having been first past the post in all of his three starts to date. He 'won' his debut
race on Malibu day 2016, edging home by a head from So Conflated, but was demoted to fourth for having
caused interference. His runner-up won next time up, as did the third placed horse, Law Abidin Citizen, and
Dabster himself. Having raced over seven panels first time out, the son of Curlin stepped up to a mile at the
same venue in January, and led from gate to wire to beat Camino de Estrella by half a length. Reach the
World (won next out) was the same margin further adrift in third. Dabster was a Triple Crown nominee but he
was displaying quite a bit of speed. The stamina question never became an issue though, as he was ruled
out of the TC circus and not seen at the races again until on Breeders' Cup Saturday at Del Mar. Like on his
debut, Dabster went off as a lukewarm second favorite at Del Mar. Going off at 9-2, he was nowhere near as
popular as the 6-5 chalk City of Light. CITY OF LIGHT was coming off a good second at Santa Anita, where
he went down by just a length to Americanize, who was an impressive winner of the Damascus – run an hour
prior to the allowance heat dominated by Dabster and City of Light. The latter ran fastest early on in the 7-
furlong contest, but it was the Baffert colt who proved the strongest at the business end.  Coming from a few
lengths off the pace, Dabster outstayed his rival down the lane and won readily by 1 ½ lengths. Midnight
Pleasure (3rd) and Mesa Sky (4th) were also gaining on City of Light close home and the favorite didn't quite
stay the trip.  Dabster  did and he ran like  a horse who wouldn't  mind another  furlong either.  He ran to
Globeform 99p in January, returned Globeform 106p with this win and looked a future stakes winner. He
completed the distance in 1.22.9, just 1,1 second slower than Americanize in the Damascus. Not bad for a
first level allowance race. 
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Dabster cost $1 million when bought at Fasig-Tipton in March 2016. His dam, On a Roll (A.P. Indy), won
twice over 8.5 furlongs at Churchill Downs as a three-year-old. She is a sister to Florida Oaks winner Ender's
Sister, probably best known as the dam of high class sprinter A. P. Indian. On a Roll has also produced the
filly Free Money (Street Sense), who won four times (5.5 to 6.5 furlongs at Santa Anita and Golden Gate). 

FAVORABLE OUTCOME is on the same rating as Dabster but his win in the Swale Stakes at Gulfstream
Park back in February means that he has to carry two pounds more  than Dabster in the Malibu. Like the
Baffert  contender,  Favorable  Outcome  was  also  sidelined  for  months  before  making  a  return  in  late
September. He produced GF 106p in the 7-furlong Swale, a race he won in the style of a horse that would be
better over further. He came from off the pace to win by three parts of a length from odds-on favorite Three
Rules (who was conceding 4lbs). Sonic Mule (coming off a win in the Mucho Macho Stakes) was a well
beaten third. Favorable Outcome's come back, in a 7-furlong allowance heat at Belmont Park, did not go as
the batting public had expected, as he ran third at 10/11, beaten ¾ length behind Beasley (third in the Bold
Ruler next time out). 

The son of Flatter was not seen out again for almost two months, and regained winning form in a weaker
allowance heat over 6.5-furlongs at Aqueduct on November 26. That said, in beating the in-form Pete's Play
Call by a neck Favorable Outcome returned his previous best (GF 106), indicating that he was going in the
right direction. He is not as obvious an improver as Dabster but he should not be ruled out. 

GLOBEFORM SELECTIONS

A:  8 DABSTER
B:  6 PAVEL, 9 C Z ROCKET
C:  3 IRISH FREEDOM, 4 FAVORABLE OUTCOME

WINNER 2016: MIND YOUR BISCUITS   /   Globeform 121
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GLOBEFORM RATINGS
2018 PEGASUS WORLD CUP (G1) 
9 furlongs dirt / Gulfstream Park  /  Jan 27

Projected runners presented with best 
Globeform ratings, sires and trainers.

Globeform ratings are expressed in 
pounds. 1 length = 2lbs over this distance

132 GUN RUNNER (Candy Ride)   Steve Asmussen
124 WEST COAST (Flatter)   Bob Baffert
124 STELLAR WIND (Curlin)   Chad Brown
122 COLLECTED (City Zip)   Bob Baffert
121 TOAST OF NEW YORK (Thewayyouare)   Jamie Osborne
118? WAR STORY (Northern Afleet)   Jorge Navarro
116 GUNNEVERA (Dialed In)   Antonio Sano
114 SEEKING THE SOUL (Perfect Soul)  Stewart Dallas

Stellar Wind's best rating was achieved in 2016
Toast of New York's best rating was achieved in 2014

Frank Stronach owns one spot but his runner is yet to be determined

Possible additions to the field

128 SHARP AZTECA (Freud)   Jorge Navarro
112 FEAR THE COWBOY (Cowboy Cal)   Efren Loza Jr
106 GAME OVER (Mineshaft)   Jorge Navarro

Sharp Azteca may be in the process of changing ownership,
or be part sold, and his Pegasus status is therefore uncertain. 

Game Over may take War Story's spot (same ownership). 

2017 Pegasus World Cup result, 
with GF ratings achieved in the race

1 – Arrogate  / Globeform 129+
2 – Shaman Ghost / GF 117
3 – Neolithic / GF 111+
4 – Keen Ice / GF 105
5 – War Story / GF 100

Average rating top five: GF 112

Copyright (c) Geir W. Stabell / www.globeform.co.uk


